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Abstract
The distinction between idioms and collocations has long been recognised as being problematic. In the
present paper 1 focus on the distinction between these multi-word constructions on the basis of linguistic criteria already proposed in the framework of various approaches. I also investigate the lexicographical choices made during the compilation of two bilingual English-Greek dictionaries with regard to idioms and collocations. These choices pertain to the selection of idioms and collocations to be included,
to the selection of their translational equivalents in the target language, the microstructure of entries including collocational information, and finally to lexicographical instructions such as labels. Following
an overview of these choices, I suggest that idioms and collocations are more usefully distinguished
basef on the theoretical and practical considerations (such as frequency, semantic opacity, internal lexical or syntactic variation, etc), and show how these considerations may be applied by presenting a revised entry for bilingual English-Greek dictionary.

1 Introduction
The present paper investigates the role of idioms and collocations in the compilation of
dictionaries, and especially of English-Greek bilingual dictionaries. The distinction between
idioms and collocations is introduced on the basis of linguistic criteria already proposed in
the framework of different approaches. In order to prove whether these criteria are adequate,
we have examined and further tested in corpora actual entries of two bilingual dictionaries,
the Oxford English-Greek Learner's Dictionary (1998) and the Collins English-Greek Dictionary (2002).
2 Theoretical background
Cruse (1986) was one of the first to study idiomaticity within a formal theory of semantics, claiming that collocations are "sequences of lexical items which habitually co-occur, but
which are nonetheless fully transparent in the sense that each lexical constituent is also a semantic constituent" (1986: 41). Idioms, on the other hand, are expressions "whose meaning
cannot be inferred from the meaning of its parts" (1986: 37), and which are translated with
semantically and not necessarily lexically equivalents in the target language. Moreover, ac-
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cording to Cruse (1986) the majority of idioms are homophonous with grammatically wellformed and semantically transparent expressions, with the exception of 'asyntactic idioms',
such as by and large orfar and away (1986: 37). Cruse also claims that we cannot insert in
idioms semantically transparent lexemes, nor can we replace its parts by other semantically
or syntactically equivalent lexemes.
According to another theoretical approach, proposed by Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor
(1988), a syntactic construction may be idiomatic in the sense that "it may specify a semantics (and /or pragmatics) that is distinct from what might be calculated from the associated
semantics" ofits parts (1988: 501). The innovation ofthis theoretical approach is the detailed
classification of idiomatic phrases on the basis of semantic and syntactic criteria in the following categories:
a) decoding (e.g. give sb a wide berth) versus encoding idioms that language users might
understand without prior experience (for example, the spirit is willing, but theflesh is weak).
b) grammatical (such as relax your hold) versus extra-grammatical idioms which violate
grammatical rules (like by and large or aa>vei •• •••).
c) lexicallyfilled idioms (e.g. ßaCa rekeia ••• navXa) versus lexically open idioms without specified lexical meaning but with a given structure (for example, the more ..., the x-er).
For Sinclair (1991), on the other hand, lexical meaning is determined by two parameters:
a) the open-choice principle, according to which "language text is the result of a very large
number of complex choices" (1991: 109) the only constraint being grammaticalness, and b)
the idiom principle which is put forward to account for the constraints not captured by the
open-choice principle. He also mentions the following characteristics of the idiom principle:
a) not clearly defined limits of phrases, b) internal lexical or syntactic variation (for example
set x onfire, instead of setfire to x), and c) possible change of word order (1991: 110).
In Reading Concordances (2003), Sinclair claims that the term collocation can been defined either as a highly frequent co-occurrence of two or more words, or as a combination of
words which represents a fully grammatical structure, for example a noun phrase (2003:
173). Sinclair himselfprefers the first way to define collocations, and he fully adopts Firth's
claim that "you shall know a word by the company it keeps" (1957: 11). Finally, he regards
idioms as a category of collocations and promotes the idea of a continuum (Ooi, 1998: 57),
where we have: free expressions (Open-choice principle) - variable expressions - fixed expressions (Idiom principle)
Gibbs (1994), on the other hand, has adopted a psycholinguistic approach, according to
which the metaphorical basis of idioms provides the link between them and their non literal
meaning. In other words, the meaning of many idiomatic phrases draws on various
metonymic and metaphorical schemes used during the interpretation process (in Cameron
and Low, 1999: 30). Especially useful for thetreatment of multi-word constructions is the
use by Gibbs ofthe terms degree and gradedcondition. In this way, the distinction between
idioms and collocations can be represented as a scale. At one end we have free-standing
metaphors (for example deep meaning "important"), at the other end clear cases of idioms
(like let the cat out ofthe bag), and in-between cases which exhibit elements of the two extreme categories (in Cameron and Low, 1999: 126, 131).
The problem of distinguishing between idioms and collocations has been a long-time
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concern not only oflinguists, but also oflexicographers. Landau (2001) adopts the traditional way of defining idioms as "a group of two or more words whose collective meaning cannot be divined" by a user of a language, even if he or she knows the meaning of its parts
(2001: 309). Landau examines to what extent idioms have a fixed structure or whether they
are subject to changes. He mentions that the phrase to put something on the back burner
which means "to delay considering it", is found in various forms (2001: 316), and for this
reason he introduces the term variable idioms. With regard to collocations, Landau describes
them as "habitual structures sounding natural" (2001: 309).
Jackson, on the other hand, deals with idioms as "phrasal lexemes, typically metaphorical
or figurative in meaning" (2002: 6). He does not admit of the number of co-occurring words
as a defining criterion for an idiom claiming that an idiom can extend from a phrase up to a
whole sentence (e.g. the difference in length between kill two birds with one stone and to
mess about). Jackson attempts to define what an idiom is by referring to two criteria which
he calls "characteristics": firstly, the meaning of an idiom is something beyond the sum of
the meanings of its parts, and secondly it has a relatively fixed structure. With regards to collocations, Jackson describes them as the "regular, typical or particular company that a word
keeps" (2002: 99), wishing to stress the fact that it is a matter of statistical frequency.
Following an overview of these theoretical approaches, one cannot claim that there is a
single approach which solves all problems concerning the distinction between these multiword constructions. Although the criteria proposed constitute a useful guide for the lexicographer, they are just 'clues', not adequate for this distinction. Certainly, some of the briefly
described approaches, especially the traditional approach proposed by Cruse (1986) and the
collocational by Sinclair (1991), are more dominant than others. Possibly because they are
based on somewhat objective and measurable criteria (namely the criteria of fixed structure,
frequency of use, and semantic transparency).
Therefore, feeling that the key-notion about the distinction between idioms and collocations, is 'degree', I have proposed a classification ofmulti-word constructionson a 'continuum':
a) highly frequent and semantically transparent phrases (i.e. clear cases of collocations),
for example team spirit, constructive criticism, take a decision, etc.
b) highly frequent co-occurrences of words (namely in-between cases of idioms and collocations), such as: have a nice day! answer the door.
c) fixed but semantically transparent constructions (some 'hybrid' idioms usually based
on 'dead' or 'frozen' metaphors), like to sweeten the pill, quiet as a mouse, and
d) fixed and semantically non-transparent phrases (which are clear cases of idioms).
3 Data
Wishing to examine whether the above theoretical criteria have been taken into consideration in real lexicographical products, I have examined seven entries1 rich in idioms and col-

1

The lemmata selected were the following:^//, kill, pace, positive, sink, spirit, and wide.
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locations of the three dictionaries already mentioned. The data has been recorded in the form
of tables (an example is provided below for the verb 'sink'). Here, the distinction between idioms and collocations is based on LDOCE4 (2003).
Idioms;
sink
<UK>'S tort -$
<HW*8 spiri» ~
-ing fe«ffiflg
fee sunk
~ without trace
'-SOlftW

~VT swim
~^yow différences
~iikeastone
- in ! into (y\a wfpà & •••••••. <aoxio<xa,
-mio one's mM
-ing ftmá
Collecatious;
sink
-> to the bottom of
the Sun is -mg
- rato (a chair)
« to one's knees
be -ing fast
~stft into sth (*#penila ioi of mowy
~ into insignificance
~ imo vice
- into a deep sleep
- mio oblivion
the ground ~s to the sea
(pices ~}
(the patiem <~$y
• - in tkHighi/d<sspaJr

U>OCE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

<b/Mtf
Xöwrnp)
X

Collina
D his heart »• ai (• ihftugjtt
•I experienced thttì -ing

-low
X •••••••••*<

let 's ~ oi«' <itu<>rentxs
X
X
X
X

Oxford
1••••
X
f/pŕ • way --A>fg • rfe
:X.
'
X
X
fe sortit w Ms hiees
:x:
the púiient is -ing fast

:x:

•

Colite»

t> he sank into a chair I the
0 she sank to her knees in
i> To sink one's teeth into

X
X
X
X
X
/Vr<?<?,* an'aifikiňg
f he patíent is sinking
X

Figure 1. Table ofidioms and collocations ofthe verb 'sink' in the three dictionaries.
i

4 Analysis of Data
The main problem I have faced during my analysis was the absence of consistency in lexicographical choices made by the compilers of the above English-Greek dictionaries concerning idioms and collocations.
4.1 OxfordEnglish-Greek Learner's Dictionary (1998)
More precisely, with regard to the OxfordEnglish-GreekLearner's Dictionary, according
to its preface it is a "dictionary ofmodern idiomatic English language" (1998: iii). Therefore,
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part of it should be the recording of idioms and collocations. Idiom in the preface is defined
as "a phrase whose meaning is difficult or impossible to guess from the meanings of the individual words in it" (1998: viii). In other words, the main criterion for distinguishing between
idioms and collocations here is semantic opacity.
Throughout my research I have noticed that the criterion of semantic constituents as opposed to lexical ones proposed by Cruse (1986) is consistently applied in the OxfordEnglishGreek Learner's Dictionary, providing users with semantic and not lexical equivalents in the
target language, for example: have a bee in one's bonnet => e%cu uia euuovr| t5ea (lit. "to
haveafixedidea")(1998:41).
However, a problem I have faced is related to the label 'idm' ("idiomatic") which is not
used in a systematic way throughout the dictionary, thus causing great trouble to its users.
More specifically, I have noticed that clear cases of idioms are not preceded by the label
(idm), for example:
(1) (a) hold out the olive branch => •••••• •••••• eXodaç (lit. "hold an olive branch")
(1998:459)
(b) ofthefirst water => apiaxr\c, •••••••• (lit. "of excellent quality") (1998: 840)
as opposed to undisputed cases of collocations, such as those of the lemma decision (i.e.
make/take/come to/arrive at/reach a decision) which are labelled idioms.
Another problem I have encountered has been the use of the label '•••••' ("metaphorical") in order to stress the metaphorical origin of some idioms, as opposed to others that
should also be preceded by the same label. For example, phrases such as be poles apart,
which is rendered into Greek as "eiuctoxe ••••••1•• ctvTi6exot" carries the label (•••••.),
as opposed to open one 's heart to sb (translated in Greek as "avoiyœ xnv ••••• uou oe
K7t"). Especially interesting in the Oxford English-Greek Learner's Dictionary is the case of
the lemma dust (1998: 177), where some of its idioms carry the label ^••••.), whereas others not, although they should. For example:
(2) (a) kick up/raise a dust => %aXa xov ••••• (lit. "to spoil the world")
(b) throw dust in sb 's eyes ^••••.) => pi%va ••••••, ••• •••• ••••••• (lit. "to throw
ash in sb's eyes")
4.2 Collins English-Greek Dictionary (2002)
The second dictionary under examination has been the Collins English-Greek Dictionary,
which although recently published (2002), provides its users with much less collocational information than that provided by Oxford English-Greek Learner 's Dictionary.
As it is always the case with bilingual (printed) lexicography, due to space restrictions
only a limited number of multi-word constructions can be lemmatised. However, in the case
of Collins English-Greek Dictionary highly frequent idioms and collocations of the English
language, for example under the bridge, the other side ofthe coin, and many others, have not
been included. Equally significant is also the absence of frequent collocations (for example
in decision we find only the collocation make a decision, whereas reach/take/come to/arrive
at a decision have been omitted).
Moreover, lexicographers of the above dictionary preferred to use the terms phrases and
examples, instead of idioms and collocations. Phrases show essential constructions arid us-
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age, they are in bold fonts and preceded by a little triangle ( £» ). Examples, on the other
hand, (which have been derived by the Bank of English) represent the use of the specific
sense in real speech, they are printed in italic bold type and are preceded by a box (Q ). The
problem however appears if one tries to match the pair phrases-examples with the pair idioms-collocations. Unfortunately such a matching seems to be impossible.
5 Concluding remarks - Suggestions
Having examined the data, I have noticed that the number of multi-word lexemes and
their classification varies among dictionaries. Having in mind the theoretical criteria already
proposed both by linguists and lexicographers, I have adopted the following criteria as the
most helpful for the distinction between idioms and collocations in bilingual dictionaries: a)
semantic transparency and high frequency of use for collocations, and b) semantic opacity
and fixed structure for idioms.
As a result, I suggest that collocations in bilingual dictionaries should be lemmatised according to their frequency of use in corpora. Especially in cases of polysemous words they
could be included under the appropriate sense, facilitating sense distinction. I have reached
the conclusion that the use of whole sentences for presenting collocations reduces the number of collocations inserted and the linguistic information provided to users. On the contrary,
presenting collocations in word combinations with their equivalents in the target language a lexicographical choice followed in the Oxford English-Greek Learner's Dictionary - is a
brief and user friendly practice.
Finally, with regard to idiomatic expressions, one must admit that the number of idioms
which can be included in bilingual editions is also limited in comparison to monolingual
ones. However, it is due to their semantic opacity that idioms must be lemmatised in order to
cover both encoding and decoding needs of dictionary users. It would be especially useful idioms to be presented at the end of each entry, and to be followed by their semantic - and not
lexical equivalent - in the target language. Also, idioms should be recorded with the minimum number of their elements, with all other optional parts into parenthesis.
On the basis of the above lexicographical choices, the lemma 'bird' of the Oxford English-Greek Learner's Dictionary (1998) has been revised in order to be included in a bilingual English-Greek learners' dictionary:
5.1 Revising the lemma 'bird'
bird /fi3:o/ ñ (C)
1. ••• 2. (cttftjp.} évÖpeMiSkg, t6fK>i; Hu'.t a ga&r>*ram ~, «tvai •••••••«; tonrç. a cutmit<% tA<i ~. ••••••••;
àvflpewwç X (Mm) A ~ • rt* *#*rf fe wwtò •• •» the •<•, (.••••(-) •••» sivw, *•• <•• jp*|>t, *>f>ft •• •<•
K<tptfepei. •• tw ~.f ififA <m« stme, (••••) p' žrwt •••••» Sro ipwfövw. gim ïftrfeW 1• - (%tiS.) Yw*jjri#o
*»*••••••••••, a ~'$ «j*p «few, «cwfMflíiKf] tew3rt|, biriIte n (••• jj. <rs ••} ••$•% gM)~. tp^ij»; mv
yvkriKKw.
(O.ýh'dBnglfaM'jrs^íj&jnmr'xDícíiomr}<, 1998:4?)
bird/p3*'"rt<C)
1. fKH&i wHiVmigraturpc#adfag~s aïptrt/ ••&•••••••••••••• nm&tâ, ~s ofjf>vy üpnatíttk'ti ROUbů 2 (xttAty*.)
<j.v%M!TOS, ••; • 's a wW!?fimn}fwemf -< •«*•• yvoxHmxj'eraTWw^teepicpYoç ••••^ 3 (mffüfl.) wtmó.rn. pwA 4,
rfť> - Kfirei ^••••••, gtMt*^, ••••• vw <fnumsbv. S. •• ft» ~.» «*• ime i•ne •' |•!• «••••• S«o tfii'^nvui. (have)
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KVfy\0Wt%<Wn, a ~'$ tyc víŕ?ľ, «avftpajp»^ <taWVit. bircli* n (•• i¡ v;; *ai<ii') ••*••>, gual~<, tp6?4W>i töv
•••••••'.

(Qxfimt Engli.jh&revaljfar>it!r'sDiclmHary, }••'< *)?)

bira.ey.b>n(C)

I. •»••. iii4i' mfjp'ti<oov'*aAm ** •••••' imo&iju|fu<aAieAoprrtuoii nm&uì, •• oferty «••••••• ••••• 2 (••••>••
•-•••••. rtroç; Wc 'í « ••(•$•>••*•• <»• síw.i •••>••••^••••••>5••••1••••• tww>; 3 <,KH%<.) Kwna.uk, HWu?.i: *•
e/e> ~ k'àvtii ^uàa«4 #••••^, «•••••• •• $>«Âfi»ôv.. & •• t»& -• «í/Ä ••• itone (i' Ev« eusäj» Si» ißuyövia. (hove}
a ~ ',» eye riew (<ffi (typi} ••••••••• ••. A ~ in the band h wwrfft tm> in the *«*ft •••• -tóv« ••• ai© xÓf>*> Rt4>a
•••• «ai «aptópa. freí m a ~ ••••••• «otS.L «* V e fernher •••• ••••••), eáv 8cv taiptûÇi^uî. &¡ 0a
cn^w<iocpiRCafiisAHwws t>twfw osl •••••,: • íŕWfe ~ •»• ••? ••• w 'ss èva ••••- «/*H <w«fs «•<*•% •«••
(íiSťjff«íiw). rt if {mkily) fot tke ~it •.••• yai xitapafym m •••••• ••••••. Thé earíy ~ earehet the mrm
••••• 3T|wXa^; mv Kńfwo «Ä, m <ijet çonvàsi tw ••••••••, give sh%& tke - &wS.> jmv%<mfya Kwfyuwxa%>p<n.
Finally, following the theoretically informed analysis of this paper, we could claim that
lexicography can usefully accommodate the theoretical distinction between idioms and collocations, and that the benefits of doing so outdo any problems and difficulties that this distinction raises for both lexicographers, as well as for dictionary users.
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